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We investigate the influence of interionic upcon
Nd:YLF and Nd:YAG on population dynamics, hea
ing conditions. It is shown that cascaded multiph
erate significant extra heat dissipation in the cryst
the unfavorable temperature dependence of therm
nificant temperature increase in the rod, second,
tions and, ultimately, to rod fracture in a high-powe
calculation, excitation densities, upconversion rate
are calculated. Differences in thermal lens power
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in Nd:YLF and up to a factor of 2 in Nd:YAG are ex
This results in a strong deterioration in performance
an amplifier, or on a low-gain transition. Methods
discussed. It is shown that tuning of the pump wav
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Nd:YAG (Nd31:Y3Al5O12) and Nd:YLF
(Nd31:LiYF4) transitions at 1.064 and 1.053mm, respec-
tively, have been widely used for laser applications, becau
they offer several advantages over other laser systems: T
Nd31 transition at 1mm involves a four-level scheme with
fast multiphonon transitions populating the upper and deple
ing the lower laser level. Its large stimulated-emission cros
section allows a low laser threshold, while the small quan
tum defect allows high slope efficiency. YAG has a high
fracture limit which is of advantage for use in high-power
laser systems. YLF, on the other hand, is an attractive ho
material because of the wavelength match of the laser tra
sition ~1.053mm! with Nd31 glass amplifiers, the long stor-
age time of the Nd31 upper laser level, its natural birefrin-
gence, and its relatively weak thermal lensing on th
polarization corresponding to 1.053mm operation.1 This
weak lensing observed under lasing conditions is a cons
quence of YLF showing a decrease of refractive index wit
increasing temperature, creating a negative thermal len
which partly compensates for the positive lens due to th
bulging of the rod end faces. It gives Nd:YLF a significan
advantage over Nd:YAG for power-scaling of diode-end
pumped systems into the multiwatt region while retaining a
output beam of high spatial quality.2–4

However, under conditions of higher excitation density
such as nonlasing conditions,Q-switched operation, or op-
eration as an amplifier, a strong deterioration in the perfo
mance of this seemingly simple system is observed. Wit
increasing pump power and intensity, the Nd:YLF system
exhibits a significantly reduced storage time unde
Q-switched operation and a decreasing laser efficiency.5–7

This behavior has been explained by lifetime quenching ow
ing to interionic upconversion processes involving two
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rsion between neighboring ions in the upper laser level of
generation, and thermal lensing under lasing and nonlas-
on relaxations following each upconversion process gen-
under nonlasing compared to lasing conditions. Owing to
l and thermo-optical parameters, this leads, first, to a sig-
strong thermal lensing with pronounced spherical aberra-

end-pumped system. In a three-dimensional finite-element
, heat generation, temperature profiles, and thermal lensing
tween nonlasing and lasing conditions up to a factor of 6
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perimentally observed and explained by the calculation.
when operating these systems in aQ-switched regime, as

to decrease the influence of interionic upconversion are
elength can significantly alter the rod temperature.
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neighboring ions in the upper laser level.8–10 As a conse-
quence, Nd:YLF exhibits visible fluorescence from energy
levels above the pump level. Furthermore, measurements of
the induced thermal lens under lasing and nonlasing condi-
tions demonstrate that significant additional heat is generated
in the nonlasing situation, with the same pump power.11 For
Nd:YAG, similar effects of fluorescence quenching,12,13 ad-
ditional heat generation,14,15 and increased thermal lensing16

under nonlasing conditions have been observed.
The increased heat load has a number of undesirable con-

sequences, such as spherical aberration in the thermally in-
duced lens, with consequent degradation in laser-beam qual-
ity and higher resonator losses. Ultimately, with sufficient
heat load, rod fracture will occur. With these effects being
particularly pronounced under nonlasing conditions, it fol-
lows thatQ-switched operation and operation as an amplifier
will be especially susceptible. Therefore, an understanding of
the mechanisms underlying the significant difference in heat
dissipation under lasing and nonlasing conditions, and the
resulting thermal lensing, is of great importance for the op-
eration of these systems. Thermal lens calculations17–27have
been performed mostly for Nd:YAG, but also for Nd:YLF
and other materials. Those calculations have usually as-
sumed a uniform heat input distribution or, if end-pumped, a
radially Gaussian distribution and, in the longitudinal direc-
tion, an exponentially decaying heat input which was as-
sumed to be a constant fraction of absorbed pump power.
With this approach, it is not possible to explain the differ-
ence in thermal lensing observed under lasing and nonlasing
conditions.11,16

In this paper, we carry out a spatially resolved investiga-
tion of the influence of the population dynamics on the heat
load and thermal lensing behavior of the Nd:YLF and
Nd:YAG systems under intense end-pumping for both lasing
and nonlasing conditions. It is shown that interionic upcon-
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